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A holistic constructivist approach to ensure quality assessment for conference interpreter training at a Post-Graduate level entails a thorough adaptation of tests practices and assessment tools. Interpreting involves a complex set of skills and adequate assessment of these skills requires the reproduction of real-world conditions. Traditionally, entry-level assessment (diagnostic), classroom feedback (formative) and final evaluation (summative), in order to determine if a student was able to produce an adequate rendition at a competent level of expertise, were the main tools that provided the trainers with information about both the students’ skills and course structure and design adequacy. In this paper we review the methodology used in Comillas’ MA in Conference Interpreting which is based on continuous assessment and aimed at fostering self and peer assessment by providing the students with templates adapted to every stage of the learning process, together with a set of learning outcomes that are defined and aligned with the learning and assessment activities. Both trainers and students participate in assessment through a series of customized evaluation tools that are embedded in a VLE platform. Trainers provide not only face-to-face feedback, but also keep an on-line feedback log-book. As a complement, trainers regularly hold tutorials to assess the students’ performance in practice groups, mock-conferences and internship placements, as well as special sessions of ipsative assessment that are useful to determine when to introduce instructional scaffolding. Mock-tests are also organized in order to make them familiar with the evaluation guidelines and criteria that will be used in the final exams. This holistic approach, involving VLE e-assessment tools, is currently being tested as a pilot project in Comillas with encouraging intermediate results.
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